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DID YOU KNOW?
The cost of ingredients and labour (the two most expensive 

parts of running a catering business) have increased by 

circa 31% over the past 2 years.

  Food costs       Labour costs       Overheads       Average tariff increase

As you will have heard on the news, the costs for all of us is increasing! This includes the restaurant and all of 
the costs to run the restaurant. Following a turbulent two years of Covid-19, Brexit, poor crop yields and labour 

shortages, the food industry has seen unprecedented price rises for ingredients. Much like your home food shop, 
our shopping basket has seen incredible increases on core ingredients such as chicken, pasta and flour costing 
significantly more. We have worked hard over the past few months to swap items,  change recipes and even to 

move to different suppliers in a bid to combat tariff increases. Furthermore, staffing costs have increased in line 
with the cost of living. 

 
You will see from the graph above, that over time the tariff charged does not cover all costs. We are working hard 

in all areas to bridge that gap, focusing on minimising costs and overheads. 
 

We are a small company, committed to quality produce and providing nutritious dishes; and the time has 
therefore come to review our tariff. We have introduced a few increases on a small range of products. Please be 
assured that this is not a move to increase profits but to ensure we deliver on the commitment and promises we 

have made, to safeguard our company and the teams we employ. 
 

We continue to have a wide range of tariff items, with items starting at 70p. We run regular promotions, deals 
and theme days, which we hope offers great value for money. All of the team at Culinera thank you for your 
support, understanding and loyalty. Without you visiting the restaurant on a regular basis, we would have 

no business! 


